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Title word cross-reference

e [33]. 2 [615]. e [22].
1960s [723, 498]. 1980s [544].

Acclimatizing [436]. Accommodation [644]. Account [185].
babylonischen [54, 35]. Bacillus [416]. Back
[40, 55, 73, 79, 93, 97, 108, 120, 145, 174, 207, 217, 221, 241, 252, 263, 276, 290,
[666, 421, 513, 299, 126, 553, 213, 534, 288]. beyond [508]. Bhopal [520].
Bible [88]. Biblio [87]. Biblio- [87]. bibliographic [87]. bibliographic-
[87]. Bibliographical [116]. Bibliographies [240]. Bibliography
[95, 209, 344, 359, 445, 3]. Bibliometrics [719]. Bidez [95]. Big
Biodiversity [444]. Biographical [114, 139]. Biological [107, 118, 518].
[602]. Breeding [530]. Bretagne [150]. Britain
[604, 256, 462, 545, 150, 246, 435, 683]. British [586, 489, 125, 355, 328, 504].
Byzantium [213].

[415]. Centers [723]. Centre [540]. Centrifuge [722]. Centuries
[694, 713, 321]. Century [722, 210, 205, 170, 696, 603, 295, 75, 687, 150, 505,
604, 490, 400, 280, 663, 471, 667, 439, 492, 462, 551, 432, 11, 296, 475, 649, 173,
5

[549, 562, 575, 591, 605, 620, 635, 652, 673, 689, 704, 725]. Control
Copenhagen [423]. Copernican [89, 412, 14]. Copernicanische [89].
Copernicus [63]. Coproduction [610, 585]. Correcting [203].
Correspondence [126]. Cosmogony [72]. Cosmography [61].
Cosmological [245]. Cosmos [574]. Count [603]. Counter [164].
Creating [387]. 'Creative [482]. Creativity [286]. Creole [608].
Crusade [595]. Cultural [391, 395, 643]. Culture
Curvis [166, 165]. cylindro [165].

D [570]. Damanhūrī [597]. dans [27]. Darwin [461, 328, 153, 460, 424, 463].
Darwinists [461]. d’Astrologie [33]. d’Astronomie [33]. Data
[723, 709, 722, 713, 70, 719, 710, 720, 714, 711, 716, 724, 715]. Database
definitive-axiomatic [216]. definitorisch [216]. definitorisch- [216]. della
Desire [685]. Detecting [685]. Determinism [619]. Development
[184, 443, 48, 70, 71, 335, 442, 102, 92, 46, 117, 150, 561]. Developmental
[377]. developments [115]. développement [150]. Deviants [552].
[720, 711]. Digression [137]. Dimension [418]. Din [496]. Diplomacy
[405]. Diplomat [610]. Diplomatic [539]. Directions [329]. Disciplinarity
Discourse [442]. Discourses [614]. Discovery [608, 416, 680, 572, 368, 160].
Disease [505, 510, 504]. Diseases [696, 506]. Disorder [702]. Disorders
Diversity [50]. Divided [417]. Divine [455]. Divinity [460]. Division
[710]. Documenting [315]. Domestic [596]. Dr [660]. Dr. [126, 139].
Dublin [612]. Duperron [66]. during [694, 339, 90, 511, 554]. Dynamics
[327]. Dynamidia [131]. Dynasties [598]. Dynasty [339].

Gay
Galileian
Grundlegung
Grosseteste
Greeks
Geology
Geography
Genetics
General
Gendered
Fusion
Fusion
Governance
Gordon
Gods
Globalization
Gleanings
Gino
Germans
Geophysical
Floyer
Forces
Four
Fortification
Formal
Finding
Francois
Francesch
Fracastoro
Frascati
Fracasso
Fruzzetti
Fracassini
Fracasino
Fracasini
Fracasso
Fracassino
Fracassini
Insatiability [703]. Inscriptions [182]. Insights [412]. Institute [533, 533].
Instruments [284, 339, 343, 334, 651, 332]. Intellectual [694, 308, 444].
Intelligence [543, 431]. Intelligentsia [571, 564]. Interdisciplinarity [650].
Interest [125]. Internal [327]. International [525, 396, 536, 585, 540, 616].
Internationalism [543]. Interpretation [452, 558, 196]. Intimate [702].
Introduction [411, 709, 593, 486, 265, 693, 655, 551, 607, 531, 564, 577, 622, 536, 362, 390, 428, 292, 676, 502, 278, 46, 664, 225, 523, 332].
Inventing [613, 309]. Invention [338]. Inversions [89]. Investigaciones [325].
Invisibility [366]. Involving [458]. Iran [541]. Ireland [582]. Irwell [324].


Laboratory [666, 492, 638, 283]. Ladie [471]. Lakanal [7]. Landau [573].
Late-Eighteenth-Century [437]. Late-Nineteenth-Century [475, 474].
Law [204, 308]. Lawrence [420].
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